
Sta 711 : Homework 1Fields and �-�elds1. Enumerate the lass � of all �-�elds F on the three-point set 
 = fa; b; g that ontainthe singleton fag, i.e., that satisfy C � F for C := �fag	. Also �nd �(C).2. Prove that for any two �elds F1 and F2 on any set 
, the intersetion F1 \ F2 is alsoa �eld.3. Find a set 
 and two �elds F1 and F2 on 
 for whih F1 [ F2 is not a �eld.4. Suppose a olletion fFn : n 2 Ng of �-�elds satis�es the relation Fj � Fj+1 for everyj 2 N. Does it follow that [Fj is a �eld? (the answer is \yes"| show why)5. Under the same onditions, must [Fj be a �-�eld? (this one is \no"| �nd a ounter-example. The idea is to �nd a sequene An 2 Fn with [nAn =2 Fj for every j, hene[nAn =2 [jFj).
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Dyadi Rational Probability SpaesFor problems 6{9, let 
 = Q := �j=2n : j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; 2ng ; n 2 N
	 be the dyadi rationalnumbers in the half-open unit interval, and letC = f(0; b℄ \Q : b 2 Q; 0 < b � 1g (1)denote the olletion of half-open intervals of dyadi rationals (0; b℄ = fq 2 Q : 0 < q � bgwith left endpoint zero. Every 
 on this page ontains only dyadi rational numbers.Reall that a real-valued set funtion P on a �-algebra G of subsets of a spae 
 is a\probability measure" (PM) if and only if it satis�es the three rules:� (8A 2 G) P(A) � 0;� (8 fAig � G; Ai \ Aj = ;) P([Ai) =PP(Ai);� P(
) = 1.6. Let n 2 N be a FIXED positive integer (like three) and setBn := f(0; j=2n℄; j 2 f0; 1; :::; 2ngg ;the olletion of half-open intervals in 
 of dyadi rationals from zero up to an integralmultiple of 2�n. Desribe the elements of the �-�eldFn := �(Bn)generated by Bn. How many elements does Bn have? How many distint elements doesFn have? What are they? Suggestion: Try B0, B1 and B2 �rst, by hand.7. What is the �eld F0 := F(C) of subsets of Q generated by the lass C of Eqn (1)? (hint:Do problems (4) and (6) �rst). Try to desribe it in just a few words, without usingany symbols besides Q.8. Desribe simply and learly in no more than �ve words or symbols the �-�eld F := �(C)of subsets of Q generated by C.9. De�ne a set funtion �0 on C by �0� (0; b℄ � = bShow that there does not exist a probability measure � on (Q;F) that extends �0,i.e., one for whih �� (0; b℄ � = b for all b 2 Q (Hint: Exatly what does the funtionf(x) := �� (0; x℄ �; 0 � x � 1 look like at x 2 Q, for any PM � on Q?).Last edited: September 8, 20142


